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Speaker Bio: Mark Ross-Smith
Mark ‘Mr Loyalty’ Ross-Smith, is an award-winning global airline loyalty industry leader.
Currently, Mark is CEO & Co-founder at Loyalty Data Co, the parent brand of StatusMatch.com
Mark’s experience in airlines runs deep as he previously headed up the Malaysia Airlines Enrich
Loyalty Program, delivering consecutive year record financial success to the airline.
Mark held roles in several high-tech start-ups, including the largest Australian owned mobile
social network, where he was CEO for 7 years, spearheaded big-data opportunities with
Optus, Vodafone and Telstra. Generating an incremental $35M annually for the telcos through
data-driven loyalty initiatives. Building on the business success, the business was acquired
through a trade sale in 2013, with over 800,000 registered members.
Mark is a highly sought after speaker at airline and loyalty industry events, known for cutting
through the noise and delivering content that isn’t seen or spoken about in public forums.
As the Founder of Travel Data Daily – Mark has published dozen of papers and articles on
airline loyalty, which dive deep into airline economics and thought leadership.
His unique approach to loyalty innovation has received industry acclaim and his work is
referenced in major media including CNN, BBC, South China Morning Post, The Star, The
Economist, Financial Times, Executive Traveler, Skift and many more.
2022 Winner of Loyalty Magazine’s ‘Loyalty Royalty’ 30 under 40 Award.
Read Mark’s industry leading content at www.traveldatadaily.com

Travel Start-up
Winner 2022

Event Speaking Engagements
Location: Shanghai, China
Topic: Reprogramming the subconscious
minds of airline passengers
Location: Manila, Philippines
Topic: Airline big data monetization
Location: London, United Kingdom
Topic: Airline Loyalty Programs
Location: Madrid, Spain
Topic: Status Match is the key to loyalty growth

Event Speaking Engagements
Location: London, United Kingdom
Topic: Airline loyalty, personalisation
Location : Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Topic: Using Data to make passengers fall in
love with your airline
Location : Singapore
Topic: Loyalty, Big Data
Location : Nicosia, Cyprus
Topic: How airlines use data to drive passenger emotions

Event Speaking Engagements
Location : Miami, USA
Topic: Airline loyalty program monetization

Location : Singapore
Topic: The future of airline loyalty programs
Location : New York, USA
Topic: Loyalty, Big Data
Location: Langkawi, Malaysia
Topic: How Airlines Dominate Social Media

20+ Guest Podcast Appearances in 2022

Full podcast portfolio https://www.podfol.io/cast/mark-ross-smith/

What audiences are saying
“We would like to express our sincere appreciation for participating so effectively
as a keynote speaker at the 2nd Loyalty and Rewards Conference.
You have played a major role in making it an outstanding event.
Your presentation was really successful and interesting for the audience. “

“That was a super speech..”
“… This was an excellent presentation by Mark.”
“Absolutely enjoyed the session by Mark Ross-Smith. Thought it was brilliant…”

Current Speaking Themes // 1
Title: The Status Cliff That Puts Billions of
Dollars At Risk for Airlines
Overview:
The most valuable airline passengers are elite status holders
(silver, gold, platinum cardholders etc). 50% of these travellers
are due to be downgraded over the coming months. This
puts 15-20% of global airline revenue at risk.
The presentation explores how and why airlines can manage
the looming status cliff, and what it means for travellers.

Current Speaking Themes // 2
Title: Are airline loyalty businesses worth more than
the airline itself?
Overview:
Airline loyalty marketing programs are businesses in their
own right. Recent financial disclosures of major airlines
show that the airline loyalty businesses can be more profitable,
And hold greater market value than the entirety of the airline.
The presentation explores how airline loyalty businesses
are valued, how they operate, why it’s critical for airlines to
invest in loyalty, and what other industries can learn from airlines

Current Speaking Themes // 3
Title: Driving inbound tourism via innovative marketing
Overview:
Global tourism boards are competing for traveller wallets.
Airline loyalty status is held by the most valuable global travellers,
who represent 30-40% of airline revenue.
Status Match links tourism boards and major airline brands to
influence these high-value travellers to choose new destinations
based on their newly acquired loyalty benefits & perks with
the airline.
The presentation explores new and innovative ways, including
a case study example of how Status Match, in conjunction with
Destination Canada (Gov Tourism) and Air Canada, delivered
10,000’s of high-value travellers to Canada in 2021/2022.

Social Media & Contact

17,000+ business traveller followers

Travel Data Daily Blog:
3,000+ travel industry subscribers

Contact: mark@mrloyalty.com
To book Mark on a podcast, click here

Media Gallery

Ø Mark Ross-Smith
Ø Linkedin.com/in/markrosssmith

